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A Short History

• First tries in 1997 (Forcada, Castaño)

• Not enough computation power available

• Important pioneering work in 2007 (Schwenk)

• Lack of experience in exploiting GPU hardware

• Blooming since 2013 (Sutskever, Bahdanau, Sennrich, …)

• Shared tasks for machine translation at WMT conferences
• 2015: Only one NMT system submitted

• 2017: Almost all systems were NMT
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Promising NMT Toolkits

• Nematus (based on Theano, now TensorFlow)

• University of Edinburgh, Scotland

• Marian (a C++ re-implementation of Nematus)

• Adam Mickiewicz University, Poland

• OpenNMT (based on LuaTorch/PyTorch, now TensorFlow)

• xnmt (based on DyNet)

• Sockeye (based on MXNet)

• Tensor2Tensor/T2T (based on TensorFlow)
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Linear models

hj(x) – set of features
ƛj – weight
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Linear model as a network



Multiple layers

x – input nodes
h – hidden nodes
y – output nodes
w – weights inp → hid nodes
u – weights hid → out nodes
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Neural network with a hidden layer



Non-linearity

• Non-linear activation functions
• Value of a hidden node set after applying such function
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Back-propagation training

• Training requires optimization of weight values

• Most common training method: back-propagation
• First update the weights of the output layer

• Then propagate back error information to earlier layers

• Computing updated values follows principles of gradient 
descent training
• Error of a node is a function of the incoming weights

• Compute the gradient of the error function with respect to each of 
the weights

• Move against the gradient to reduce the error
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Back-propagation training
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• Too drastic parameter updates, overshooting the optimum

• Many updates to escape a plateau

• Existence of local optima which trap training

Problems with GDT
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Refinements

• Validation set for checking (not used during training)
• Prevents over-fitting

• Weight initialization
• Random or commonly used formulas for hidden and final layers

• Momentum term to speed-up training
• Pushing the weights in wanted direction

• Dropout of nodes
• During training some of the nodes are ignored

• Layer normalization

• Mini batches
• For better parallelization on GPU processors

• Averaging the weights
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Computation graphs
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Two layer feed-forward neural network as a computation graph



• We predict a word wi based on its preceding words

• Each word is represented by a high-dimensional vector
• One dimension per word in the vocabulary

Neural language models
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Basic sketch of a 5-gram neural network language model



• Context words, weight matrix C (same for all words), word 
embeddings, predicted word

• Very large vectors!

Feed-forward neural language 
models
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Full architecture of a feed-forward neural network language model



Word embeddings
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Word embeddings projected into 2D. Semantically similar words occur close to each other.



Recurrent neural language 
models
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• After predicting Word 2 in the context of following Word 1, we re-use 
this hidden layer (alongside the correct Word 2) to predict Word 3



Back-propagation through 
time

• Back-propagation unfolds RNN over a fixed number of steps (for 
example 5 word predictions)

• Despite limiting the unfolding to 5 time steps, RNN is still able to learn 
dependencies over longer distances
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• Addresses more distant words in long sequences

Long Short-Term Memory models
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A cell in a LSTM neural network (with a memory state m)



Gated Recurrent Units

• LSTM cells add a large number of additional parameters
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Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU): a simplification of LSTM cells



• More layers give increasingly better quality

• Finally possible on modern hardware

Deep recurrent neural networks
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Neural translation models

• An extension of the language model: given all previous 
words, such a model predicts the next word until end of 
sentence marker </s>
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Sequence-to-sequence encoder-decoder model



Alignment model 
(attention)
• Current state of the art: sequence-to-sequence encoder-

decoder model with attention

• Input encoder
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Bi-directional recurrent neural network



• Output decoder
Given the context from the input
sentence and the embedding of
the previously selected word, new
decoder states and word
predictions are computed.

Alignment model 
(attention)
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• Associations are computed between the last hidden state of the 
decoder and the word representations (encoder states).

• These associations are used to compute a weighted sum of encoder 
states

Attention mechanism
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Fully unrolled
computation graph for
training example with
7 input tokens and
6 output tokens

When walking through
the decoder states,
correct previous output
words are used as
conditioning context.

Training
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• Because of the way encoder and decoder states and attention 
mechanism are computed (matrices), we can do the training in parallel.

• Converting a batch of training examples into a set of mini batches that 
have similar length saves computation.

Parallel mini-batches
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• In our model we compute a probability distribution over all words

• We then pick the most likely word and move to the next prediction step

• This process suggests that we perform 1-best greedy search
• Vulnerable to garden-path problem (too late to fix the problem)

• Solution: in each step keep the top N most likely word choices 
beam search

Beam search
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Beam search
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Beam search in neural machine translation



• Output sentence is complete when the end of sentence token </s> is predicted

Search graph for beam 
search
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Search graph for beam search with N = 6 best partial translations



• Ensemble decoding – combining more (for example 4) trained models
• Checkpoint vs. multi-run

• Averaging models

Refinements
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• Large vocabularies have a large tail of rare words
• Size of vocabulary is restricted (20K – 80K words)

• Break up rare words into subword units using byte pair encoding 
(Sennrich)

• BPE is trained on parallel corpus

• Words are split into characters

• Most frequent pair of characters is merged

• This step is repeated for a fixed given number of times

• At the end of the process most frequent words will emerge as single 
tokens, while rare words consist of still un-merged subwords

Subword units (BPE)
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Subword units (BPE)
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Byte pair encoding (BPE) applied to English (model used 49,500 BPE operations)
Word splits are indicated with @@



• This was normal in statistical machine translation

• Here we are missing half of the data 

• Two possible solutions:
1. Synthesizing the missing half of the data (back translation)

2. Integrate a language model as a component into the neural network architecture

Using monolingual data
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• Use the reverse system to translate target side monolingual data, 
creating a synthetic parallel corpus

• Combine the generated synthetic parallel data with the true parallel 
data when building the final system

Back translation
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• In addition to training two models f  e and e  f we also optimize 
both models to convert a sentence f into e and then restore it back into 
f, using monolingual data in f.

• We may add a corresponding round trip starting with e.

Round trip training
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• First we train the model on all available data until convergence

• Then we run a few more iterations of training on the in-domain data 
only (adding to existing model)

• The second in-domain training stage may converge very quickly

Domain adaptation
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• Adding linguistic annotation
• On the input

• On the output

• Linguistically structured models (future)

Other refinements
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Multi-language machine translation system trained on one language pair at a time, 
rotating through many of them. After training on French-English, French-Spanish 

and German-English, it is even able to translate from German to Spanish.

• Increasingly deeper models may serve better as multi-language 
translators since their deeper layers compute more abstract 
representation of language

Multiple language pairs
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Alternate architectures
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Convolutional neural network model



• Instead of computing the association between an input and an output word, 
self-attention computes the association between any input word and any other 
input word

Self-Attention (Google)
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• Hierarchical attention layers remember combined vectors from lower layers 
extending the ability to look at 10,000 past vectors

• Attention is all you need!

Hierarchical neural 
attention
encoder
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Current challenges
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Domain mismatch: quality of systems (BLEU), when trained on one domain (rows) 
and tested on another domain (columns)



Current challenges
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Amount of training data: BLEU scores for English-Spanish systems 
trained from 0.4M to 386M words of parallel data



Literature
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• Deep Learning (Bengio, 2015)

• Neural Network Methods for Natural Language
Processing (Goldberg, 2017)

• SMT Chapter 13 – Neural Machine Translation
(Koehn, 2017)

• Practical Neural Machine Translation (tutorial,
Sennrich, 2017)

• Visualizing A Neural Machine Translation Model
(Mechanics of Seq2seq Models With Attention)
(Alammar, 2018)



• English ⇒ Slovenian corpora on Opus (free access)
• OpenSubtitles2018 (21.1 M sentences, 172.9 M tokens)

• OpenSubtitles2016 (11.8 M sentences, 144.2 M tokens)

• DGT (3.2 M sentences, 71.7 M tokens)

• Europarl (0.6 M sentences, 16.9 M tokens)

• EMEA (1.1 M sentences, 11.7 M tokens)

• EUbookshop (0.4 M sentences, 17.1 M tokens)

• Total available corpora
• 37.8 M statements, 417.M tokens

• Still too little – compared to English ⇒ German corpus on Opus

• 95.4 M statements, 1354.4 M tokens

• Hardware used
• Unix, 2x Xeon E5-2630, 128 GB RAM, 2x NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Ti (11 GB RAM)

• Wanted: NVIDIA Titan V CEO Edition (32 GB RAM) 😈

Slovenian ⇔ English NMT
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• Model creation
• 10 days on one graphic card for one way model

• Around 700000 updates per model

• Size of compressed model: 500 MB

• Quality evaluation
• BLEU score calculated every 10000 updates

• Reference text for BLEU calculation:
Asistent (Arčan, Popović, Buitelaar, JTDH 2016)

• 2015 statements, 38K+ words

• Availability
• Currently for internal use only

• Improvements (in progress):

• Additional corpora

• Domain specialization

Slovenian ⇔ English NMT
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Slovenian ⇒ English BLEU
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English ⇒ Slovenian BLEU
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Questions?
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